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Abstract:
Christians, especially evangelically-minded Christians, have long approached communications
technologies from a perspective of mythological expectation. Even the telegraph, as it arrived
in one American city after another, was accompanied by Sunday sermons on how it would
finally allow the entire world to hear the gospel. We have never let go of that expectation.
But technology is a double-edged sword, bringing both benefit and harm in its wake. How is
it to be redeemed, then? There are several demands that we must place on ourselves. First is
not to get caught up in the technophile-technophobe debate that is promoted by inventors
and the media. Second is to dive below the patina that this debate deposits on technological
reality and inquire into the underlying logic of each technology. And third is to ask ourselves
what the consequences are for faith, identity, and humanity itself when new technologies are
widely adopted. Concentrating on these three aspects of technological development will lead,
I think, to a more accurate appraisal of technological change and help us anticipate its
fundamental demands on human beings.
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